
Ex Wife 1422 

Chapter 1422 

Leia held her hand out to Santiago. 

In her mind, Santiago had always been like an unreachable star in the sky that she could only admire 

from afar, but after actually spending time with him, she found he was even more bewitching up close. 

She admired him even more now and fantasized about spending a peaceful life with him, holding hands 

as they took long walks on the beach. 

Santiago looked at her hand, and all his unhappiness from earlier instantly faded. 

However, before Santiago could take her hand, Xavier appeared from behind them and grabbed her 

hand instead. 

"What are you both doing here? There's an important session tonight, and everyone is waiting for you," 

Xavier said, gave Santiago a challenging look, and pulled Leia to the outdoor barbecue area. 

“Let go of me! I don't want to hold your hand!" Leia yelled and glared at Xavier, furious at him for always 

ruining her time with Santiago. 

He always spoiled her efforts to get closer to Santiago, and she was getting very frustrated with him. 

"It's not like I wanted to drag you here; the crew asked me to.” Xavier let go of Leia's hand when he 

noticed everyone watching them curiously. 

He turned to Billy and said, "I've brought her here. 

Shall we begin?" Billy waved at Santiago, who was standing in the back. 

"We're waiting for you, Mr. 

Dalton. 

We can start tonight's confession now. 

" The confession session was a time where guests wrote a love letter to their crush and put them in a 

box, and those letters would then be picked randomly to be read in public. 

Although it was usually quite awkward, the audience was looking forward to it. 

After a day of getting to know each other, everyone was eager to know who the guests would choose. 

Besides, it was rather romantic to read handwritten love letters out loud. 

“Ladies and gentlemen, you can start writing your love letter now with the paper we've given you. 

The guest who gets the most love letters will win a mystery gift..." Billy checked his watch and declared, 

"You have thirty minutes, starting from now!" Leia stared at the pen and paper in her hands, in a 

dilemma. 

Sitting beside her, Xavier tilted his head and smiled. 
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"Follow your heart, or you'll get into trouble if the crew makes random arrangements." "I know!" Leia 

glared at him and immediately covered her paper like a schoolkid. 

Half an hour later, everyone handed in their love letters. 

After a few letters were read out, it was determined that Xavier and Santiago were the most popular 

male guests. 

Xavier got letters from Megan and Luna while Santiago got a letter from Angel. 

Leia was the only one whose letter hadn't been read yet. 

[It must be Xavier since they had such a fervent kiss on the boat. 

I'm sure they're a couple!) (I think it's Santiago. 

Don't you know that Leia is Santiago's top fan?] The netizens were arguing online, and the guests were 

very eager to see who her crush was too. 

Skylar took out Leia's letter and grinned. 

"Hah! Let's see who Leia's taken a fancy to." 

 


